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Abstract

Central-western Asia has often been underrepresented in population genetic studies, but

it is important for the clarification of the peopling of Eurasia and the relationship

between its western and eastern extremities. We genotyped individuals from over 40

population groups, mostly central Eurasian, for mitochondrial HVR1, CCR5del32 and

five functional MC1R variants (p.Val60Leu, p.Val92Met, p.Arg151Cys, p.Arg160Trp,

p.Arg163Gln), and collected published genotype data for comparison. Mitochondrial

profiles confirm both the higher heterozygosity in Central Asia than in surrounding

areas, and the broadly northern European distribution of CCR5del32. The MC1R

variants profile alone is a good determinant of the longitudinal position of a population

group, and combined FST values divide Eurasia into seven broad geographic divisions.

We can conclude that Central Asia shares genetic features with both eastern and

western Eurasia, compatible with both a scenario where the former acted as a source for
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the latter two’s genetic diversity, or one where Central Asia is a ‘hybrid zone’ where

eastern and western peoples met. Furthermore, the overall high FST values for

functional MC1R variants combined with presumed selection pressures on skin

pigmentation in low-UV areas lead us to conclude that different variants were selected

for in east and west Eurasia, an example of convergent evolution.

Introduction 1

Western and Central Asia, occupying a vast and pivotal area of Eurasia, have a unique 2

place in the continent’s population history. Many migration waves, from prehistoric to 3

early modern times, have started, ended or passed through these areas, possibly 4

changing biometrical phenotypes, language, and customs [1, 2]. However, the genetic 5

profiling of its human populations has mostly lagged behind that of Europe and East 6

Asia. The two central regions are interesting from two aspects. Western Asia, perhaps 7

Central Asia as well, is considered to be the source area, after Africa, for population 8

expansion into Europe and East Asia, so it is important for putting the latter areas in 9

context. It is also, in its own right, important for the elucidation of global human 10

genetic variation. In this paper we examine several markers that have substantial known 11

allele or haplogroup frequency differences between Europe and East Asia, in a large set 12

of populations from across Eurasia, with a particular focus on Central and Western Asia. 13

The markers examined are five functional coding SNPs in MC1R, associated with fair 14

complexion and red hair (rs1805005, rs2228479, rs1805007, rs1805008, and rs885479), 15

the 32 base pair deletion in CCR5 (rs333) and the mitochondrial hypervariable region 1. 16

We also relate these data to previously published Y chromosomal data from the same 17

populations [3]. The Y chromosome and mitochondrial data effectively serve as controls 18

for population characterisation in the search for differential effects, particularly selection 19

associated with the MC1R and CCR5 variation. 20

CCR5, a member of the seven-pass transmembrane G-protein coupled receptor 21

family [4], is a chemokine receptor notable for being a co-receptor for viruses, including, 22

in particular, HIV. A CCR5 variant containing a 32 base pair deletion coding for a 23

non-functional receptor has reached surprisingly high frequencies in some populations, 24

possibly due to a role in limiting viral or other infections [5, 6]. In this paper we extend 25
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the data on the striking geographic distribution of CCR5del32 [7]. 26

MC1R was the first gene whose variation was shown to have a demonstrable role in 27

human pigmentation variation [8], having variants that cause red hair, pale skin and 28

poor tanning ability in northwestern Europeans. Encoded by a single exon, the coding 29

region is small and has unusually high nucleotide diversity [9]. The MC1R variants were 30

investigated as Eurasia hosts some of the most extreme differences in pigmentation in 31

the world, particularly with respect to hair color. Diversity in external pigmentation is 32

one of the most visually striking differences between human ethnic groups. Basal 33

external pigmentation is largely genetically determined, and there is substantial 34

geographical patterning in the frequencies of alleles of genes involved particularly in 35

melanin production and distribution [10]. As pigmentation variation largely correlates 36

with distance from the equator and UVR intensity, it is most obviously related to 37

natural selection associated with climatic differences [11, 12]. Inevitably, variation in the 38

distribution of pigmentation gene variants may also be influenced by the population 39

histories of the areas in question. 40

Materials and Methods 41

Samples novel to this study were collected and treated as described in [3] and [13], all 42

with relevant ethical permissions. Additional allele and genotype data from the 43

literature were collected for MC1R variants and CCR5del32. In all cases, samples were 44

from unrelated individuals not subject to any known relevant medical conditions (e.g. 45

melanoma or AIDS). See S1 Table and S2 Table, respectively, for a synopsis of the 46

samples genotyped for MC1R and CCR5, and Fig 1 and S1 Fig for maps of sampling 47

locations. A subset of the 746 samples described in [3] was typed for mitochondrial 48

hypervariable region 1 (HVR1). Some of these samples have also been typed for 49

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) in [14,15]. In total, genetic information on 58 855 50

individuals was collected. The geographic locations for these samples span all of 51

Eurasia, including areas that are often poorly covered, such as Central Asia and 52

southern Siberia. See S1 Appendix for additional detail on included samples. 53

Genotyping for MC1R variants (p.Val60Leu – rs1805005, p.Val92Met – rs2228479, 54

p.Arg151Cys – rs1805007, p.Arg160Trp – rs1805008, and p.Arg163Gln – rs885479) and 55
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Fig 1. Sampling locations for individuals genotyped for MC1R variants.
Locations are colored according to region, with Europe - orange, West Asia - purple,
Central Asia - blue, South Asia - green, East Asia - red, and Southeast Asia - brown.

the CCR5 32bp deletion was performed using PCR, and products were resolved by gel 56

electrophoresis or alkaline-mediated differential interaction (AMDI) [16]. HVR1 was 57

sequenced between nucleotide positions 16001 and 16571 of the revised Cambridge 58

Reference Sequence 17. Haplogroups were assigned according to published data (see S2 59

Appendix for references). All primer sequences and PCR conditions are available on 60

request. 61

FST for all variants was calculated using Arlequin 3.11 [17]. Regression analyses for 62

the MC1R variants, mitochondrial heterozgosity, and the CCR5 deletion were 63

performed with default linear models, and Pearson’s correlation coefficient for 64

mitochondrial and Y heterozygosity was calculated using R v.2.9.2. Principal 65

components analysis was performed in R v.2.9.2 using default settings. Partial Mantel 66

tests for language-genetics correlation were performed using the R package vegan, using 67

FST for genetic distance, great circle geographic distances, and a heuristic distance 68

scheme for languages based on language family affiliation (dialectal variants were given 69

a distance score of 0.5, members of same sub-family were scored as 2, members of same 70

family as 3, and unrelated languages as 1000), all with 999 permutations. For a Mantel 71

test examining residual correlations between MC1R variant FST s and UV exposure 72

after controlling for geographical distance, exposure was calculated by taking the 73

average of daily erythemal UV measurements between August 1996 and August 2003, 74

with raw data files downloaded from the NASA TOMS (Total Ozone Mapping 75

Spectrometer) website, http://ozoneaq.gsfc.nasa.gov. 76

Results 77

Variant frequencies for MC1R and the CCR5 deletion are shown in S3 Table and S4 78

Table, and the mitochondrial haplogroup frequencies in S5 Table. 79
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CCR5del32 80

The deletion reaches its highest frequencies in the circum-Baltic area, with the 81

Byeolrussian sample having a frequency of 16.25%, and its lowest in East and Southeast 82

Asia, with no carriers in the Mongolian, Taiwanese and Burmese samples, and only 16 83

among 3702 Chinese chromosomes (0.43%). The frequency of the deletion decreases 84

approximately radially from the eastern Baltic (see Fig 2). FST shows significant 85

differences between Northwest Eurasians and populations from East Asia, and between 86

Northwest Europeans and populations from Southern Europe (see S6-8 Table). 87

Fig 2. Frequency distribution of CCR5del32. The darker color indicates higher
frequencies, according to the bar on the right, and the contour lines separate zones of
different frequencies. Sampling locations are marked by black dots. Note that no
samples were sourced from Africa.

Mitochondrial DNA 88

The haplogroup frequencies observed are in line with what has been previously observed 89

for the study region [14,15,18]. Populations of known higher Turkic input (Kyrgyz, 90

Kazakhs, Karakalpaks) have frequency profiles displaying more typically East Asian 91

haplogroups (A, B, C, D, M*), populations from the Caucasus principally have 92

haplogroups associated with western Eurasia, and sedentary Uzbek and Tajik profiles 93

are intermediate (see Fig 3). The Iranians from Uzbekistan likewise have an 94

intermediate profile, similar to their Tajik and Uzbek neighbours, and different from 95

those living in Iran. FST values are low (0-0.073), but a broad differentiation between 96

eastern and western parts of Eurasia may be discerned (see S6-8 Table). In terms of 97

variability, the Central Asian populations have, with few exceptions, the highest 98

heterozygosity measures (see Table 1). This is a similar, but stronger, pattern to what 99

was seen in the Y chromosome data (Wells et al., 2001 [3]) for the same samples. The 100

correlation between the two heterozygosity measures is 0.3, but statistically it is not 101

significant. 102

Fig 3. Mitochondrial haplogroup profiles in West and Central Asia. The
wheel to the right gives the colour-haplogroup correspondences. The bar graph below
gives the frequency per population of combined haplogroups, where green bars comprise
haplogroups which are typically ‘West Eurasian’, and red bars the typically East Asian
haplogroups.
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Table 1. Mitochondrial heterozygosity. Populations ranked by increasing heterozygosity, defined as one minus the sum
of squares of all the allele frequencies.

Population Heterozygosity
Azeri 0.63
Russian 0.66
Ossetian 0.73
Svan 0.74
Kurd 0.79
Turkmen 0.79
Armenian 0.80
British 0.80
Lebanese 0.80
Romani 0.81
Lezgi 0.82
Iranian(W) 0.82
Korean 0.82
Adjar 0.82
Pamir 0.83
Tatar 0.83
Arab 0.86
Karakalpak 0.87
Kyrgyz 0.88
Uzbek 0.88
Dungan 0.89
Iranian(E) 0.89
Tajik 0.90
Kazakh 0.91

MC1R 103

The five MC1R variants have substantially differing geographic distributions (see Fig 4 104

for a schematic overview). Broadly speaking, they fall into two groups: those that reach 105

their highest frequencies in West Eurasia (p.Val60Leu, p.Arg151Cys, and p.Arg160Trp), 106

and those that have their frequency peak in East Eurasia (p.Val92Met and especially 107

p.Arg163Gln). For p.Val60Leu, the basal trend is of higher frequencies (>7%) west of 108

the Caspian Sea, and lower frequencies (<5%) east of it. p.Val92Met has the most even 109

distribution for most of the continent, but with higher levels following an arc from 110

Southeast Asia to Northern Europe. p.Arg151Cys and p.Arg160Trp both reach their 111

highest frequencies (up to 12-13%) in Northwest Europe, with levels decreasing in all 112

directions, though p.Arg160Trp has more of an easterly spread showing higher 113

frequencies in several population samples from the Caucasus than in Southern 114

Europeans. p.Arg163Gln is most frequent in East Asia, and is the only MC1R variant 115

under consideration to consistently reach frequencies of more than 50%. The Finns and 116
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Saami have, for Europe, uncharacteristically high p.Arg163Gln levels (30% and 15%, 117

respectively, see S3 Table) which may be relevant to the origins of these populations. 118

For all MC1R variants, frequencies show South Asians to be significantly different from 119

all of the other populations we have studied (Fisher’s exact test, results not shown), in 120

having very low frequencies for all the minor alleles we have typed for. In contrast, 121

non-South Asian populations have relatively high frequencies for at least one of these 122

alleles. This is consistent with these southern Asian populations not having been 123

subject to pigmentation-reducing selection on the subcontinent due to the higher levels 124

of UV-radiation there. 125

Fig 4. MC1R variant frequencies by longitude. Frequencies of the five MC1R
variants for representative populations, plotted on a west-to-east (left to right) axis.
Vertical dashed lines delineate geographical regions, from left to right: Europe, West
Asia, Central Asia, South Asia and Eastern Asia.

FST measures reveal geographical distinctions along a longitudinal axis, excluding 126

South Asia (see Fig 5, S6-8 Table and S9 Table). p.Arg151Cys and p.Arg160Trp 127

distinguish Northern Europe from the rest of the continent. p.Val60Leu shows a 128

tendency to separate Europe and West Asia from Central and East Asia. p.Arg163Gln, 129

for which FST values between populations reach a maximum of 0.94, divides the 130

continent into blocks approximately consisting of Europe and West Asia, Central Asia, 131

and East and Southeast Asia. Central Asian populations that stand out are the 132

Karakalpaks, Kyrgyz and Kazakhs of northern Central Asia, and the Mandarin-speaking 133

Dungans from the border regions with China, all of which show a greater affinity with 134

the East Asian block by more similar allele frequencies and lower FST values. The last 135

variant examined, p.Val92Met, separates Southeast Asian and southern Chinese groups 136

(Dai and Wa) from other populations. A principal components analysis of the MC1R 137

variants confirms the above (see Fig 6), with PC1 (0.91 of the variance) separating East 138

Asia from West Eurasia and South Asia, with Central Asia in a medial position. PC2 139

(0.04 of the variance) further separates Northern Europe from the rest of West Eurasia. 140

PC1 largely mimics an east-to-west axis, probably principally due to the influence of 141

p.Arg163Gln, while PC2, splitting the north of West Eurasia from the south, is likely 142

influenced by the higher p.Arg151Cys and p.Arg160Trp levels in the north (see below). 143

One way to look at the variation in the frequencies of the MC1R variants is to 144
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Fig 5. Graphical representation of MC1R variant FST values. Averages of
separately obtained values for each variant, where white <0.05, pale yellow=0.05-0.1,
yellow =0.1-0.2, pale orange=0.2-0.3, orange=0.3-0.4, red=0.4-0.5, dark red >0.5.
Blocks of similar populations are indicated with dashed triangles along the diagonal.
Dashed boxes, as an extension of the East Asian triangle, highlight the greater
similarity of the Karakalpak, Kazakh, Kyrgyz, Dungan and Uighur groups to the East
Asian populations than that shown by other Central Asian populations. Population
names are colour-coded and arranged by continental region, see above and Fig 1.

Fig 6. Principal components plots Left: MC1R variants, where PC1 accounts for
91% of the variance, and PC2 4%. Right: Y chromosome data (from Wells et al.
2001 [3]), where PC1 accounts for 23% of the variance and PC2 19%. Populations are
colour-coded; Europe - orange, West Asia -purple, Central Asia - blue, and East Asia -
red.

consider the relationship of their frequencies with latitude and longitude. Within 145

Europe p.Arg151Cys and p.Arg160Trp frequencies are good predictors of latitude, with 146

r2 values of 0.72 for p.Arg151Cys and 0.88 for p.Arg160Trp, both being positive 147

correlations (where latitude was regressed on frequency). As these two variants are the 148

most strongly associated with pale skin [19], and UV-radiation decreases with increased 149

latitude, this is not unexpected. Furthermore, the combined information provided by 150

the frequency data for each of the MC1R variants in a population sample is a reasonable 151

predictor of that sample’s longitudinal origin within the continent, with a multiple 152

linear regression r2 = 0.69, where a linear combination of the frequencies is used as the 153

predictor variable in the model and longitude is the response variable. A partial Mantel 154

test was performed to see if there was any residual correlation between MC1R variant 155

frequencies and erythemal UV exposure, after geographical distance was controlled for. 156

No such correlations were observed for p.Val60Leu, p.Val92Met or p.Arg163Gln that 157

were statistically significiant, but moderate and signficant correlations were found for 158

p.Arg151Cys (Mantel r=0.47, p=0.001) and p.Arg160Trp (Mantel r=0.27, p=0.001). 159

Discussion 160

Population history 161

Central Eurasia holds a wealth of cultural and linguistic diversity, as well as genetic 162

diversity. Central Asia’s earliest modern human inhabitants are deemed to have been 163

Caucasoid by physical anthropologists, though their methodology has occasionally met 164
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with scepticism [20], and all its earliest languages on record (from the 6th century BC) 165

belong to the Iranian branch of Indo-European. Nomadic pastoralists of an eastern 166

Asian type (“Mongoloid”) appear in what is now Kyrgyzstan in the 5th-8th centuries 167

AD, and this physical type is claimed to become dominant from the 13th century [1]. 168

There are many historically attested waves of Turkic migration from the east into 169

Central Asia, and across it to Western Asia, starting from around the 5th century AD, 170

however, the number of individuals involved is difficult to estimate [2]. There are still 171

remnants of people speaking the once-widespread East Iranian languages (e.g. the 172

Pamirs), but most inhabitants now speak Turkic languages. Two of the largest ethnic 173

groups in Central Asia, Uzbeks and Kazakhs, are recent (late 15th century) 174

agglomerations under new names of former groups living in their current areas. 175

The above illustrates a very small portion of the genetic complexity one may expect 176

to find in the region, though the general stability of the area’s population as a whole 177

must be considered. Two main theories have been put forward as to the origins of 178

Central Asia’s genetic character, which displays both typically European/West Asian 179

and East Asian features. The first is that Central Asia has been a primary source of 180

genetic variation for both Europe and East Asia, and the second that most currently 181

observed genetic variants arrived with separate streams of migrants from Europe and 182

East Asia, largely swamping the sparse extant population of the arid region. Different 183

studies find cases for either hypothesis, mostly based on mitochondrial and Y 184

chromosomal DNA markers [3, 14, 18, 21–23]. Mitochondrial DNA data tends to support 185

a situation where Central Asia has been a contact zone for East and West Eurasian 186

peoples, possibly outnumbering a dispersed population in the region that is, and was, 187

primarily desert [14, 15, 24]. Indeed, Gonzalez-Ruiz et al. present ancient DNA evidence 188

for that the area here defined as Central Asia was, from the mitochondrial point of view, 189

western Eurasian until the Iron Age [25]. Arguments for this position include that there 190

is little haplogroup overlap between East and West Eurasia (a smoother frequency 191

gradient might be expected if they had all diffused from Central Asia), and that there is 192

no great divergence of HVRI sequences between Central Asia and its neighbours to the 193

east and west – that most haplotypes found in Central Asia are also found in Europe 194

and East Asia – suggesting a more recent arrival [15]. A recent ADMIXTURE analysis 195

using genome-wide, high-density SNP data can be interpreted in support of this, with 196
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Central Asian populations being described as unequal admixtures of typically 197

Caucasian, South Asian, and East Asian genetic backgrounds [26]. However, it may be 198

argued that frequency differences arising by drift in sparse, separated populations would 199

not be expected to create such smooth gradients. A study of 54 794 SNPs in East and 200

Southeast Asian populations concludes that the main genetic input for East Asian 201

populations comes from Southeast Asia, with only a very small proportion from Central 202

and South Asia [23]. Conversely, Y chromosome data are consistent with Central Asia 203

being a source of pan-Eurasian genetic variation, detecting several emigratory events [3]. 204

For the data presented here, CCR5del32 is the least informative of general 205

population history. The deletion is estimated to be around 5000 years old (3150-7800 206

years, 95% CI), has been found in Bronze Age skeletal remains [27,28], and has most 207

likely been subject to strong positive selection pressures [29,30], though see Bollbäck et 208

al. (2008) and Novembre and Han (2011) for a dissenting opinion [31,32]. These 209

selective pressures may be more intense in the northern part of the continent [30], as is 210

suggested by the recent expansion of the deletion allele to high frequencies in otherwise 211

quite dissimilar populations (e.g. Belgians and Tatars). However, this pattern could also 212

be due to drift, once the allele was established; though as a frequency-dependent 213

process, drift is stronger when frequencies are low. 214

The tendency observed in mitochondrial DNA for several Central Asian groups of 215

ethnographically presumed high input from Turkic populations to have more East Asian 216

haplogroups is mirrored in MC1R. For all MC1R SNPs, the FST values are consistently 217

higher between more ‘Iranian’ groups (like the Pamirs, Tajiks, and Uzbeks) and Chinese 218

(representing East Asia) than between more ‘Turkic’ groups (such as the Kazakhs, 219

Karakalpaks, and Kyrgyz) and the Chinese: 0.08-0.10 versus 0.01-0.04. In addition, for 220

the Y chromosome data from the same populations, Uzbeks, Tajiks, Pamirs and 221

Turkmens display a higher percentage of ‘western’ haplogroups and Kazakhs and 222

Karakalpaks have more haplogroups typical of Mongolia and China [3]. This pattern is 223

likewise found in high-density SNP data focusing precisely on elucidating the geographic 224

origin and expansion of Turkic speaking peoples [26]. 225

The MC1R SNPs further reveal the notable property that, when the geographical 226

structure from each of them is combined, they define geographic subdivisions of Eurasia 227

quite well: Northern Europe, Southern Europe, West Asia, South Asia, Central Asia, 228
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East Asia, and Southeast Asia (see Fig 5 and S9 Table, in particular). 229

Though based on few loci, the data seem congruent with known historical incursions 230

of Turkic peoples into, and occasionally through, Central Asia, overlaying a more 231

Caucasoid (West Asian) character of prehistoric peoples in the region. Conversely, the 232

general picture of higher genetic diversity in Central Asia compared with the rest of 233

Eurasia may be interpreted as supporting a position for this region as a source of 234

diversity for the east and west. A further demonstration that certain markers can be 235

indicative of past population movements is seen in the uncharacteristically high 236

frequency of p.Arg163Gln in Finns and Saami. If the variant can be seen as a marker of 237

East Asian genetic influence, this eastern input is supported by a wide range of markers 238

throughout the genome, from large SNP arrays as well as mitochondrial DNA, Y 239

chromosome data, HLA haplotypes, and blood groups [33–37]. 240

Linguistic groups 241

The language groups that are most prevalent in West and Central Asia are Iranian and 242

Turkic, represented in our samples by languages of both the western and eastern 243

branches of Iranian, and languages from four different branches of the Turkic family (see 244

S2 Fig for the relationships between these different languages, and their distribution 245

within West and Central Asia) [1]. The populations speaking these languages were 246

analysed separately for mitochondrial haplogroups and MC1R variants markers to see if 247

there was any substructure in our genetic data that indicated affinities within a 248

language grouping that was in contrast to the geographical locations of the samples. A 249

limited amount of such correlation was found. p.Arg151Cys and p.Arg160Trp, being 250

largely limited to Europe, showed no correlation with language in these mostly Central 251

Asian populations. Partial Mantel tests controlling for geographic distance reveal close 252

to statistically significant correlations between mitochondrial and p.Val60Leu FST s and 253

language affiliation (p = 0.07), and significant residual correlations were found between 254

language affiliation and p.Val92Met/p.Arg163Gln FST values. The p.Arg163Gln 255

correlation in particular is highly significant (p = 0.001 by permutation), where 256

populations speaking Turkic generally have higher levels of p.Arg163Gln than 257

geographically proximate Iranian-speaking groups. One publication, covering some of 258
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the same population groups, finds genetic structuring that is explained by linguistic 259

affiliation [38]. However, their study, based on fewer populations and language groups 260

and a smaller study area than the current one, is essentially comparing the genetics of 261

ethnic groupings, rather than that of hierarchical linguistic relationships as represented 262

by the speakers of language family subgroups. Nevertheless, all these results intimate 263

that, while geographic distance remains a prime explanatory factor for genetic variation 264

distribution, a genetic signature of population history, as represented by inherited 265

language, may remain. 266

Pigmentation evolution 267

Despite the demonstrated function of MC1R in integument pigmentation [8, 39–41], and 268

that skin color is likely to be under considerable selective pressures [42], tests for 269

selection in the gene have not provided clear-cut answers [9, 11,41,43–47]. Intuitively, as 270

its product is one of the most influential elements in melanin production and 271

distribution [19], MC1R is a prime candidate for selection to act upon in producing 272

lighter skin tones in areas with lower sunlight, as is the case for other genes that affect 273

pigmentation [10,48]. Several studies also show that Europeans and East Asians owe 274

their comparably light skin to different variants of pigmentation genes [10,49]. Some 275

assessments that did not find evidence for positive selection used methods unsuited to 276

the probable selection pressures, both positive and negative. For example, Harding et 277

al.’s [46] assessment depends on there having been no selection on MC1R in the course 278

of evolution along the human and chimpanzee lineages. Norton et al. do, however, find 279

evidence for selection at the locus, at least in Europe [10]. Two main characteristics of 280

MC1R variation highlighted in this paper support the contention: The first is that of 281

much higher levels of nucleotide variation in this very small gene (55 SNPs in 951bp) 282

compared to a variety of other gene classes, which is a strong indication of selection [50]. 283

The second is the geographical distribution of variation. In contrast to most loci, the 284

majority of nucleotide diversity is found in Europe (44 SNPs), not Africa (11 SNPs). 285

Furthermore, the European samples display a non-synonymous/synonymous 286

substitution ratio of 4.5 (6 in northern Europeans), versus an African ratio of 0.37, 287

which indicates adaptive selection in Europe and purifying selection in Africa. The 288
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derived alleles of the five MC1R SNPs assessed in the present study are all associated 289

with a lighter skin tone [19,51], and p.Val60Leu, p.Val92Met and p.Arg163Gln exhibit 290

higher than expected differentiation between population groups as measured by FST 291

(compared to subcontinental genomic averages from Norton et al. based on 11 078 292

autosomal SNPs [10]). The distributions of the variant alleles show a high degree of 293

population differentiation, and this type of genetic structuring has been predicted and 294

shown to be a feature of a sizeable proportion of selected variants [50,52,53]. The 295

comparison of PCAs for the MC1R variants and the Y chromosome (see Fig 6) 296

strengthens the case for selection at the former locus. The Y chromosome, while subject 297

to accelerated drift compared to autosomal loci, is not subject to significant selection, 298

and these analyses display very disparate patterns, for which selection is the most 299

obvious causative factor. A further indication of the importance of MC1R variants as 300

targets of selection is the discovery that Neanderthals carried a variant, different from 301

any known in modern humans, which is predicted to have been functional and cause 302

pale skin [54]. Our results, we believe, strongly support the positive selection of MC1R 303

variants, rather than simply relaxation of purifying selection in human groups that left 304

high-UV zones. The positive correlation between strong lighter skin variants with 305

latitude and decreasing UV exposure is likewise a strong indication of this. The lack of 306

correlation between latitude/UV exposure between the ‘weaker’ variants (p.Val60Leu, 307

p.Val92Met and p.Arg163Trp) may be due decreased selective pressure – most east 308

Asian/east-central Asian populations live at a latitude comparable to southern Europe, 309

so the selective pressure might be weaker and a smaller depigmentation effect might be 310

sufficient. We also provide additional evidence for the convergent evolution of lighter 311

skin within the Eurasian continent, as different variants with similar functions in a 312

single, small gene, appear to have been selected in western and eastern populations. 313

Conclusion 314

The high variability of mtDNA types, and congruent Y chromosome data, may be a 315

source of human variation in both the east and the west of Eurasia. However, the role of 316

subsequent migrations is difficult to evaluate. The lack of substantial correlation 317

between language family groups and genetics beyond that determined by geography 318
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emphasizes the fact that genetic variation is usually stable compared to cultural 319

variation, and that the association between the two is ephemeral. The CCR5del32 320

distribution indicates its origin, but has no obvious association with any known 321

epidemic, though selection with respect to viral pathogens remains a distinct possibility. 322

The MC1R variant data provide another example of convergent selection for pale skin in 323

the east and west. Large-scale genome-wide genetic data covering all of Eurasia, 324

especially ancient DNA from a large span of dates, are needed to help clarify these 325

issues and put our data into a wider context. 326

Supporting Information 327

S1 Fig. Sampling locations for individuals genotyped for the CCR5 32 bp 328

deletion. Locations are colored according to region, with Europe - orange, West Asia - 329

purple, Central Asia - blue, South Asia - green, East Asia - red, and Southeast Asia - 330

brown. 331

S2 Fig. Language families in West and Central Asia – their geographic 332

distributions and linguistic relationships. a) The sampling locations of 333

population samples speaking Iranian and Turkic languages, with each sample 334

colour-coded according to language branch. b) Which languages correspond to the 335

colour codes, and the linguistic relationship between the languages in question (upper 336

panel for the Iranian language family, lower panel for the Turkic language family). c) 337

PC plots of MC1R and Y chromosome with populations colour-coded according to 338

language group rather than geographic location. 339

S1 Appendix. Sample details and background. 340

S2 Appendix. Mitochondrial typing 341

S1 Table. Populations typed for MC1R variants. ‘Population code’ is the 342

unique identifier given to the sample set. Population codes with alphanumeric suffixes 343

(e.g. Chinese4a & Chinese4b) are the same sampling, for which a different number of its 344

constituent individuals has been typed for a given marker. ‘Geographic homeland’ is the 345
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area in which the ethnic/national group in question has its largest populations, 346

‘Sampling location’ is the exact place where the individual samples were collected, when 347

known, ‘N’ is the number of individuals in the sample, and ‘Source’ details where the 348

information was obtained. 349

S2 Table. Populations typed for CCR5del32m. ‘Population code’ is the unique 350

identifier given to the sample set. Population codes with alphanumeric suffixes (e.g. 351

Chinese4a & Chinese4b) are the same sampling, for which a different number of its 352

constituent individuals has been typed for a given marker. ‘Geographic homeland’ is the 353

area in which the ethnic/national group in question has its largest populations, 354

‘Sampling location’ is the exact place where the individual samples were collected, when 355

known, ‘N’ is the number of individuals in the sample, and ‘Source’ details where the 356

information was obtained. 357

S3 Table. MC1R variant frequencies. Count and frequency information for 358

p.Val60Leu, p.Val92Met, p.Arg151Cys, p.Arg160Trp, p.Arg163Gln in populations from 359

S1 Appendix. 360

S4 Table. CCR5del32 counts and frequencies. Count and frequency 361

information for CCR5del32 in populations from S1 Appendix. 362

S5 Table. Mitochondrial haplogroup frequencies. The second column, ‘N’ 363

gives the number of samples typed for each population group. 364

S6-8 Table. FST values for all assessed variation. S6 Table – Population 365

pairwise FST values for the 32bp deletion in CCR5. The software FST estimation will 366

occasionally output small negative values, these have been adjusted to 0. Higher FST 367

values are highlighted; 0.05-0.1 in yellow, 0.1-0.15 in orange, and >0.15 in pink. Results 368

significant at the 5% level or smaller are in bold; results significant at the 0.5% level or 369

smaller are in larger font and bold. 370

S7 Table. Mitochondrial FST values. Population pairwise FST values for the 371

mitochondrial HVRI sequences. The software FST estimation will occasionally output 372

small negative values, these have been adjusted to 0. Higher FST values are highlighted; 373
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0.02-0.04 in yellow, 0.04-0.06 in orange, and >0.06 in pink. Results significant at the 5% 374

level or smaller are in bold; results significant at the 0.5% level or smaller are in larger 375

font and bold. 376

ST8. MC1R FST values. This spreadsheet contains one sheet for each of the MC1R 377

variants, each sheet giving the population pairwise FST value matrix. The software FST 378

estimation will occasionally output small negative values, these have been adjusted to 0. 379

High FST values are highlighted; 0.1-0.2 in yellow, 0.2-0.3 in orange, and >0.3 in pink. 380

Results significant at the 5% level or smaller are in bold; results significant at the 0.5% 381

level or smaller are in larger font and bold. 382

S9 Table. FST values for combined MC1R variants. Numbers in larger font 383

and bold are considered significant. Values of 0.1-0.25 are shaded in green, 0.25-0.5 in 384

yellow, and over 0.5 in orange. 385
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